
Astrology for the Soul with LeaAngela 

“Relational Synergy Report”

All life is about relationships. In intimate relationships as well as significant ones have the capacity and inherent qualifying 
aptitude to  enrich our life with friendship, closeness, loving and affection it also has the submerged ability to activate dormant 

aspects of awakening toward our self-actualisation. 

A ‘Relational Synergy Report’ can show you why you and your partner are attracted to each other, highlight the essential soul 
qualities that unite you, the ones that divide you as well as the ones that will require important attention to progress as individu-
als. It will help you to uncover the ‘mystical’ power that makes the attraction to each other so compelling and empower you with 

profound insight into the incredible potential your relationship holds as loving allies. This clearly means that both you as individ-
uals as well as a couple with added awareness and relational mindfulness can navigate and optimise your relationship so as to not 

only bring out the best in yourself but also within the partnership, your work environment as well as family environment. This 
can prove to be the most important knowledge you possess to enliven and enrich your relational life, see each other through fresh 

eyes and understand why your differences are equally as essential as your similarities.
Email Report with Recording ~ $45                    Meeting with Lea in person/Skype/Facetime ~ $95

“Luminous Child Report”

The moment of birth is a magical moment for every human being. Life begins, a life full of experiences, joy, and happiness, but 
certainly also difficult times. A unique personality soul print is calculated from the constellation of stars at precisely this moment. 

Your children are born of you not as you. Every child is an individual expression of the One Spirit, a channel for the unique 
expression of love, beauty, creative expression and intelligence unfolding.

A ‘Luminous Child Astrology Report’ can be profoundly beneficial in understanding the particular ingredients traits and aptitude 
unique to your child. Learn deeper insight into their soul blueprint so as to bond, appreciate, encourage and connect more closely to 
your child’s gifts and potentials, life plan and inner nature. By understanding more about your child’s inner nature it allows you to 

not only foster their natural curiosity, imagination and wonder but also their latent gifts which gives them a greater sense of 
belonging and connectednessto their heart and souls. A tender heart and safekeeping are the essential foundations of fulfilment 

and ultimate happiness leadimg long term to acutalisation.
Email Report with Recording ~ $35                    Meeting with Lea in person/Skype/Facetime ~ $85

“Rising Feminine Report for Women”

You are unique. You are born in love. You are love in action.
The rising feminine is the embodiment of love and compassion, which is the dynamic unifying key to wholeness and the animating 
power to transcend all limitations. She is the animating jewel, deeply nourishing, socially responsive and gifts us with the neces-

sary spiritual and psychological foundation for the personality to receive inner guidance through the heart centre in a state of 
‘Becoming’. Healing is a natural bi-product of this process. 

A “Rising Feminine Report’ interlinks all key relationships between the self, our biology, our family, intimate relations and the 
transcendent qualities of your soul, it reveals profound keys that make up your individual soul blueprint, the potentials, gifts and 

talents that make up you as your self as well as the most promising path that will lead toward a fulfilling and meaningful life, 
well-being and positive relational capacity.  She is the illuminating power that gives life its sacred source of meaning 

and real wisdom of life.
Email Report with Recording ~ $45                    Meeting with Lea in person/Skype/Facetime ~ $95

 Meet with LeaAngela for your personal session at the beautiful Temple Byron 
or virtually via Skype/Facetime

Book your session now ~ 0411529633
or email: hearttemple@icloud.com


